Revised Modern Dairy Scheme

Guidelines:

30% of the cost of plant and machinery will be granted as subsidy subject to a maximum of Rs.4.50 lakhs to any individual for setting up of New Dairy Farm and for purchase of Modern Dairy Equipment. The minimum unit size should be 10 adult crossbred cows /10 adult improved she buffaloes. The unit should be located in Goa. The beneficiary can start the unit with his own finance or by taking loan from Financing Institutions.

Plant and Machinery includes:

- Cattle Shed - 54 sq.mts. carpet area 10 animals proportionate increase is allowed depending upon the number of animals. Maximum cost limit is Rs.4000/- per sq.mt.
- Cow dung pit - (18 cu.mts for 10 animals, proportionate increase in size is allowed depending upon the number of animals). Maximum cost is Rs.300/- per cu.mt.
- Store Room - (4 x 4 mts. carpet area for 10 animals proportionate increase is allowed depending upon the number of animals). Maximum cost limit is Rs.4000/- per sq.mt.
- First batch of - Maximum cost limit is Rs.18,000/- per Milch Animals.
- Milking - Maximum cost limit Rs.82,000/- including Machine installation charges subsidy admissible is 30% of the cost maximum subsidy Rs.24,600/-
- Water pump with Other accessories and plumbings - Maximum cost limit is Rs.14000/-
- A.I.Crate - Maximum cost limit is Rs.5000/-
- Chaff Cutter - Subsidy admissible is 30% of the cost Maximum subsidy is Rs. 3,600/-.

Eligibility:

Any individual having some experience in Poultry Keeping

Conditions:

- The unit should be located in Goa.
- The subsidy will be released only after completion of the 1st batch of Poultry Birds.
- Subsidy is admissible only for new equipments/machinery.

Farms Equipments for existing unit:-

(a) Milking Machine: - Any farmer having 10 adult milch animals can purchase a Milking Machine. The subsidy admissible will be 30% of the cost of Milking Machine including installation charges subject to a maximum of Rs.24,600/- maximum cost limit of Milking Machine is Rs.82,000/-.
(b) Chaff ‘ Cutter : - Any farmer having 10 milch animals can purchase a Chaff Cutter.(Electrically operated) subsidy admissible is 30% of the cost subject to a maximum of Rs.3600/-
The Project report of the proposed unit, purchase of equipment is to be submitted to the Director of Animals Husbandry & Veterinary Services through the Area Government Veterinary Officer/Assistant Director, alongwith the following documents.

Documents indicating the ownership of land in Form No.1 & XVI or copy of lease deed or N.O.C from the Land Lord in case of Tenants.

In case of lease, the same should be for a minimum period of 10 years from the date of starting the unit. Incase of Tenants, N.O.C. from the Land Lord to run the unit for a minimum period of 10 years. The unit should be located in Goa. On receipt of the application, the project report will be scrutinized by a Committee as approved by Director(AH & VS) . The applications which are in order, will be approved and communicated to the applicant.

The Animals should be purchase from outside Goa. The subsidy will be released only after completion of the unit and purchase of milch animals sufficient to house in the cattle shed.

The following documents are required for the release of subsidy.

- Bills/Vouchers pertaining to construction of cattle shed, cow dung pit, store room.
- Purchase receipts of milch animals alongwith health certificate from Government Veterinary Officer/Assistant Director.
- Cash receipts in original of the equipments, machinery purchased. Subsidy is admissible only for purchase of new equipment/machinery.
- Documents showing Insurance of milch animals.
- The beneficiary should run the unit for a minimum period of ten(10) years. An agreement in this regard is to be signed by the beneficiary on a Rs. 20 stamped paper duly notarised.
- The beneficiary can start the unit with his own finance or by availing loan from Financing Institution. In such case, subsidy cheque will be sent to the concerned Financing Institutions for crediting to his Loan Account.

The final completion certificate will be submitted by a Committee consisting of Area Veterinary Officer/Assistant Director, and Officers as approved by the Director.